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Abstract

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have demonstrated their
effectiveness in learning and processing sequential data (e.g.,
speech and natural language). However, due to the black-box
nature of neural networks, understanding the decision logic
of RNNs is quite challenging. Some recent progress has been
made to approximate the behavior of an RNN by weighted
automata. They provide better interpretability, but still suffer
from poor scalability. In this paper, we propose a novel ap-
proach to extracting weighted automata with the guidance of
a target RNN’s decision and context information. In partic-
ular, we identify the patterns of RNN’s step-wise predictive
decisions to instruct the formation of automata states. Fur-
ther, we propose a state composition method to enhance the
context-awareness of the extracted model. Our in-depth eval-
uations on typical RNN tasks, including language model and
classification, demonstrate the effectiveness and advantage of
our method over the state-of-the-arts. The evaluation results
show that our method can achieve accurate approximation of
an RNN even on large-scale tasks.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
have achieved great success in learning tasks of sequential
data, such as natural language processing (Józefowicz et al.
2016; Mikolov et al. 2011) and speech recognition (Graves,
Mohamed, and Hinton 2013; Zweig et al. 2017). To reduce
impacts of vanishing gradient, the state-of-the-art RNNs
(e.g., LSTM, GRU) often adopt complex internal designs
(e.g., cell memory and gate control). However, the recursive
computation and complex internal control design make the
interpretation and understanding of RNNs rather challeng-
ing (Karpathy, Johnson, and Li 2015).

The stateful nature of RNNs inspired researchers to ex-
tract state transition rules through building an automaton to
simulate the RNN behaviors. The explicit states and tran-
sition rules provide a comprehensible interpretation of an
RNN’s decision logic. Automata extraction also paves a
practical way for RNN analysis by leveraging the exten-
sive techniques for automata (e.g., logical formalism (Gastin
and Monmege 2018; Balle, Gourdeau, and Panangaden
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2017) and model checking (Baier and Katoen 2008)). Up
to present, existing attempts of stateful model extraction
largely fall into two directions: pedagogical approaches and
compositional approaches (Jacobsson 2005). Pedagogical
approaches usually leverage exact learning algorithms, such
as L* algorithm (Angluin 1987), to extract an exact behav-
ior surrogate of an RNN. However, exact learning is mostly
unable to scale up to practical RNN models with large al-
phabet size or states. On the other hand, the compositional
approach first collects concrete state transitions of an RNN
(by profiling with the training data). Then through applying
state and transition abstraction, an automaton is built to ap-
proximate the behaviors of an RNN. This approach provides
better scalability, and has been applied to adversarial attack
and detection on industrial level tasks (Du et al. 2019; Dong
et al. 2020). However, the compositional approach is often
difficult to achieve a satisfactory approximation accuracy. In
addition, the automaton extraction process is also unstable,
highly depending on the abstraction configuration without
systematic guidance.

To summarize, the major challenges along the automata
extraction line are: (1) Scalibility: to handle RNN tasks
with high complexity. Due to the exact-learning nature, tech-
niques based on L* algorithm are usually limited to dealing
with small synthetic tasks. However, RNNs used for prac-
tical applications are often of high complexity, which posts
challenges to the scalability of the extraction methods. (2)
Precision: to generate automaton with accurate behavior
approximation for the target RNN. In the case of determin-
istic automata extraction through compositional approach,
the extracted stateful model is usually with limited approx-
imation accuracy. Besides, the lack of guidance on hyper-
parameter selection also impairs the exploration towards an
optimal surrogate automaton. If the extracted automaton is
inaccurate, i.e., largely inconsistent with the RNN, behavior
analysis w.r.t. the surrogate model can be unreliable to be
applied to the original RNNs.

To this end, we propose a decision-guided approach
for Weighted Finite Automaton (WFA) extraction from an
RNN. Generally, our approach takes the state abstraction
method aligned with the compositional approach to deal
with the scalability challenge, and leverages the weighted
automaton to characterize the transition rules quantitatively
for more precise extraction. To counteract the lack of config-
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uration guidance, we identify a finite set of decision patterns
of the target model based on their probabilistic prediction
tendency and utilize its size as a configuration estimation.
Further, we integrate state composition to enhance the state-
level context, which alleviates the impreciseness resulted
from the contextual loss during the abstraction procedure.
We also propose a synonym transition approach to comple-
menting the missing dynamics of new data, which realizes
a significant improvement on precision towards natural lan-
guage tasks. Overall, the proposed algorithm allows our ap-
proach to improve the extraction precision and scale up to
complex application scenarios.

The main contributions are: (1) an algorithm for WFA
extraction from RNN classifiers with better scalability and
precision; (2) three important techniques including the con-
figuration guidance for state abstraction by identifying deci-
sion patterns, the state composition to counteract contextual
loss, and the synonym transition to circumvent missing dy-
namics of new data; (3) an implementation of the algorithm
and evaluations over 15 benchmarks, including comparisons
with the state-of-the-art (Weiss, Goldberg, and Yahav 2019).

2 Weighted Automaton Extraction Scheme
We first present the notations and concepts used in the pa-
per, and then go through an algorithm outline for WFA ex-
traction from an RNN in Section 2.1. Solutions addressing
the challenges in the extraction procedure are presented in
Sections 2.2 to 2.4.

Notations Given a domainD, w ∈ D∗ denotes a sequence
of elements fromD, and is of length |w|; ε denotes the empty
sequence; x is used to denote an element in D. w[: i] indi-
cates the prefix of w with length i, wi is the i-th element
of w and w · x represents the sequence with x concatenated
to w. N and R denote the sets of natural numbers and real
numbers, respectively.

Definition 1 (RNN) A Recurrent Neural Network is a tuple
R = (X ,S,Y, s0, g, f), where X is the input space, S is
the internal state space, Y is the probabilistic output space,
s0 ∈ S is the initial state, g : S × X → S is the transition
function, and f : S → Y is the prediction function.

Specifically, for an m-classification RNN with internal
state of dimension n, the internal state space is a subset of
Rn and the output space is a subset of Rm, where m,n ∈ N.
The predictive outputs in the RNN classifier can either be
logits or probabilities. In cases when the outputs are logits,
we can apply the softmax function to the outputs to obtain
the probabilistic outputs in the classification task.

RNN Configuration Here we look into the RNN config-
uration from two perspectives, and denote the configura-
tion in the internal state space as δs(w) and the configura-
tion in the probabilistic output space as δp(w). In particular,
the configuration δs(w) is defined as g∗(s0, w), where g∗ :
S ×X ∗ → S is the recursive application of g to a sequence.
For w ∈ X ∗ and x ∈ X , g∗(s0, w · x) = g(g∗(s0, w), x).
The configuration δp(w) is defined as f(g∗(s0, w)). Specif-
ically, δs(ε) = s0 and δp(ε) = f(s0).

To characterize the RNN behavior trace when dealing
with an input sequence, we record its configuration sequen-
tially after processing each input token, which forms a se-
quence of configurations. Givenw of length n, the two types
of configurations after taking the first i tokens are δs(w[: i])
and δp(w[: i]), with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We refer [δs(w[: i])]ni=0 as
the internal state trace of input w, and [δp(w[: i])]ni=0 as the
decision trace of input w.

The internal trace usually has a higher complexity and
captures finer-grained behaviors of RNN than the decision
trace. However, in the real world, the internal states are not
always available either because the RNN is part of propri-
etary products or the possessor would like to keep it close-
sourced as a black box.

Definition 2 (WFA) A Weighted Finite Automaton over a
finite alphabet Σ is a tuple A = (Q,Σ, (Eσ)σ∈Σ, I, T ),
where Q is a finite set of states; for any token σ ∈ Σ, Eσ
is a transition matrix with size |Q|× |Q|; I is the initial vec-
tor (a row vector), T is the final vector (a column vector),
both of which are vectors of dimension |Q|.

Given an input sequence w, its weight over WFA is com-
puted through I · (Πn

i=1Ewi
) · T . Starting from the initial

vector, it multiplies the transition matrix corresponding to
each input stimuli, and multiplies the final vector.

2.1 Weighted Automaton Extraction Algorithm
The steps to extract a WFA from a target RNN is elabo-
rated in Alg. 1. It takes as inputs the target RNN R, a set of
input sequences X , and yields the extracted WFA A. Intu-
itively, the WFA is established as a compact representation
of RNN’s behavior over the set of concrete inputs, and the
quantitative weights enable it to be predictive on new inputs.
As the first step (Lines 1-9), we execute R on the set of in-
puts X , and record the corresponding internal state traces
as t (Line 5). For each input sequence w, we collect its step-
wise transitions when seeing a new upcoming input element
in the form of triples (Line 7), composed of the source state,
triggering input element and the destination state. We also
collect the configurations and the input tokens, preparing for
the state abstraction and alphabet construction (Lines 8-9).

The next step is to develop an abstraction function for
the collected RNN configurations (Line 10). Existing tech-
niques usually leverage clustering algorithms to obtain the
discrete partitions. However, they all face the problem of
choosing an appropriate cluster number, the mis-selection of
which can cause quite unstable and rough approximation to
be useful. Our proposed heuristic method for automatic clus-
ter number estimation will be introduced later in Section 2.2.
After obtaining the state abstraction function λ, we construct
the abstract states of the weighted automaton and record
the corresponding transition triples among the abstract states
(Lines 14-17). For each token in the alphabet Σ, we follow
the transition diagram construction approach in (Wang et al.
2018b) to collect and count the number of transitions that
occurred between a state and its subsequent states. However,
instead of only keeping the most frequent transitions, we in-
troduce nondeterminism and calculate the transition matrix
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Algorithm 1: Extraction of WFA from an RNN
input :R = (X ,S,Y, s0, g, f): the target RNN,

X: input sequences
output: A: the extracted WFA

1 ∆← [] ; . the array of transition triples
2 D ← [s0] ; . the array of states
3 Σ← ∅ ; . the alphabet
4 for w ∈ X do
5 t← [δs(w[: i])]

|w|
i=0 ;

6 for i : 1 7→ |w| do
7 ∆.add((ti−1, wi−1, ti)) ;
8 D.add(ti) ;
9 Σ.add(wi−1);

10 λ← fitStateAbstractor(D) ; . state abst. function
11 ∆̂← [] ; . the array of abst. transition triples
12 Q← ∅ ; . the set of abst. states
13 E ← ∅ ; . the set of transition matrices
14 for (s, σ, s′) ∈ ∆ do
15 ∆̂.add((λ(s), σ, λ(s′)));

16 for s ∈ D do
17 Q.add(λ(s)) ;

18 for σ in Σ do
19 for q ∈ Q, q′ ∈ Q do
20 if ∆̂.count((q, σ, )) > 0 then
21 Eσ[q, q′]← ∆̂.count((q,σ,q′))

∆̂.count((q,σ, ))
;

22 else
23 Eσ[q, q′]← ~0;

24 E.add(Eσ);

25 q0 ← λ(s0), I ← πq0 ;
26 for q ∈ Q do
27 T [q]← ~0, labels← [];
28 for s ∈ λ−1(q) do
29 labels.add(argmax(f(s)));

30 for l ∈ set(labels) do
31 T [q, l]← labels.count(l)

|labels| ;

32 return A = (Q,Σ, E, I, T )

by applying normalization to the well-counted transition fre-
quency among the states (Lines 18-24). The initial vector
is the initial distribution over the abstract states, and here
we set it to the one-point distribution (Line 25). Finally, we
calculate the labeling vector uniquely for each state in Q
(Lines 26-31). For a state q, we count the output labels cor-
responding to the instance RNN configurations mapped into
q, and then transform the counts into a normalized label dis-
tribution. Note that λ−1 is the reverse function of λ, which
returns the set of instance configurations mapped to a given
abstract state.

Example We present the WFA extracted for a news clas-
sification task with our approach and show how it sum-
marizes and interprets the knowledge learned by RNN.
There are 7 labels in total, including business, US, health
and four others. We assume an input sequence w =
[“recipes”, “for”, “health”, “roasted”, “leeks”], the label of

which is health. Here we focus on the key token “health”,
and see whether RNN also deems it as an important im-
plication for the health label. The extracted WFA con-
tains 42 states. To ease the representation, we only keep
the three states over which the probability distribution
is mostly affected after taking “health”. We assume the
probability distribution over states before taking “health”
is I · Erecipes · Efor=[0.89(q0), 0.03(q1), 0.0(q2)]. The
transition matrix of token “health” is shown in Equa-
tion (1). The updated probability distribution after consum-
ing “health” is [0.0(q0), 0.54(q1), 0.44(q2)]. To better un-
derstand the influence of “health” over the prediction, we
present the rows in the final matrix (formed by the final
vector of each label) associated with the three states. For
state q0, q1, and q2, the top predictions are with probability
[0.47(US), 0.30(business)], [0.40(US), 0.29(business),
0.25(health)] and [0.94(health), 0.03(business)]. We can
see that q2 is highly likely to yield label health. Intuitively,
the transition matrix represents the specific semantics of
“health” under this classification. q2 is an absorbing state
in the transition diagram of “health”, and it is also of high
probability for other states to transit to q2. Interpreted in
this way, we know that the semantics of “health” learned
by RNN complies with human perception.

Ehealth =

[
0.0 0.56 0.42
0.0 0.17 0.83
0.0 0.0 1.0

]
(1)

2.2 Decision-Guided State Abstraction
Challenge-I. As mentioned in Section 2.1, one of the big
challenges for obtaining a superior state abstractor is the
choice of cluster numbers. This is a common problem faced
by clustering algorithms, e.g., k-means.

To bridge the gap, we propose a method to estimate the
cluster number by identifying the decision patterns. The
probabilistic outputs stand out as a good choice for observ-
ing the patterns for two reasons. First, compared with the
internal state layer, the probabilistic output layer is a sum-
mation from high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional
space, which retains the important information and offers
more computation feasibility in the meanwhile. Second, the
probabilistic outputs carry clear semantics, which represent
the prediction confidence on the inputs, thus can naturally
inspire the heuristics of recognizing decision patterns. A
larger probability predicted over a label indicates that the
deep learning model is more confident about the decision.

For better illustration, we take an image classification task
as an example. Fig. 1 displays three snapshots when an RNN
consumes the pixels of an image row by row, and we observe
the top-2 predicted classes ranked by probabilities. For the
first snapshot, the classifier hesitates between “7” and “1”
after processing the first third rows, and the confidence for
both is quite similar. For the second snapshot, it tends to pre-
dict it as “0” after processing the first half information, but
the top confidence (0.63) is still not that high. However, for
the last one, after the model has a full view of the image,
it recognizes the number “8” with high confidence (0.98).
Interestingly, the model decisions observed from the proba-
bilistic outputs highly comply with the human perception, as
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we also see both “0” and “9” from the middle image. With
such inspiration, we try to capture the decision patterns from
the perspective of prediction confidence.

Technically, we import a configuration parameter t, and
allow to split the probability range [0, 1] to t equal intervals
and each probability value falls into one of the intervals. The
resulted set of intervals is {[0, 1

t ), [
1
t ,

2
t ), . . . , [

t−1
t , 1]} and

we denote it as It. We also define a function ηt : y 7→ It
which maps a probability value to one of the t intervals.

Now we introduce the concept of Decision Confidence
Pattern (DCP), and define it in Definition 3. Note that an-
other configurable parameter k is introduced to specify the
number of primary prediction classes to observe when ex-
tracting the patterns. The configured DCP is called k deci-
sion confidence pattern, and is denoted as k-DCP. In general,
the k-DCP of a probability output captures the top-ranked
classes as well as their prediction confidence levels, i.e., the
probability intervals. Intuitively, if the outputs of two input
samples derive the same k-DCP, the inputs may share simi-
lar features. Further, we define dcpk,t : Y 7→ ([1,m]× It)k
as the function, which maps a probabilistic output to its k-
DCP.

Definition 3 (k-DCP) In an m-classification task, given a
probability distribution (y1, . . . , ym) with Σmi=1yi = 1,
we define its k Decision Confidence Pattern (k-DCP) as
((c1, ηt(yc1)), . . . , (ck, ηt(yck)), where (c1, . . . , ck) are the
top-k ranked classes, and ηt is the interval mapping function
with t as the splitting number.

Finally, we demonstrate how to estimate the parameter
(i.e., the number of the clusters) for the clustering. Given
an RNN R and an input sequence w, instead of focusing
purely on the final output prediction, we take its decision
trace, [δp(w[: i])]ni=0, to better understand the gradual vari-
ation of decision patterns as with the consuming of input
stimuli. Similarly, for a set of input sequences, we aggre-
gate all the instance probabilistic outputs appearing in the
decision traces to form a set of outputs Γp, formulated as
Γp = {δp(w[: i])|w ∈ X, i ∈ [0, |w|]} where X is the input
sequence set. The set of decision patterns can be developed
as P = {dcpk,t(y)|y ∈ Γp}. Naturally, |P | is the number of
the decision confidence patterns we estimate for clustering
algorithms (as in Line 10 in Alg. 1). The parameters k and
t could be configured to adjust the granularity of the pat-
terns. In such a way, we obtain a “preview” on the variation
diversity of the RNN states, which serves as an informative
heuristic guidance for the abstraction degree of clustering.

Note that the estimated cluster numbers can be used as the
guidance to construct the abstract states of automata either
under the internal state configuration or the probabilistic out-
put configuration. We experimentally evaluated the perfor-
mance variations when different configurations are utilized
(cf. Section 3 RQ4).

2.3 Context-Aware State Composition
Challenge-II. The original RNN configurations (in the
continuous domain) contain the exact contextual informa-
tion for processing the next input token. However, with the
abstraction, we lose a certain degree of the context preci-

7: 0.52
1: 0.41

0: 0.63
9: 0.35

8: 0.98
9: 0.01

Figure 1: Examples of decision confidence.

q0 q1 q2 q3

(q0,q0) (q0,q1) (q2,q3)(q1,q2)

2-state

Figure 2: An example of 2-state composition.

sion as a trade-off for the generalization capability of the
WFA. Precise contextual information is especially important
for the accuracy of inference. Hence, we propose a further
step to enhance the context characterization of WFA.

Inspired by n-grams, we propose a n-state composition
approach, which synthesizes a state with its previous n − 1
states and yields a new composite state, so as to enhance
the contextual information. Given an input sequence w,
and its internal state trace [τi]

|w|
i=0, the i-th n-state is τ̃i =

(τi−n+1, . . . , τi). Whenever there are less than n − 1 states
prior to a state, we pad with the first element of the sequence.
Here, we define ρn : D∗ 7→ (Dn)∗ as the function to de-
rive the n-state sequences from a sequence consisting of el-
ements in domain D. Then, the state abstraction can be ap-
plied to each component in the composite state, and derives
the abstract n-states. The next steps to establish the WFA
follow that in Alg. 1. Fig. 2 shows an example of state com-
position for 2-state. Via integrating the previous one state
to each state in the top sequence, we obtain the composite
2-states in the bottom sequence.

2.4 Synonym Transition for New Data Tolerance
Challenge-III. When constructing the transition matrix of
weighted automata (Lines 18-24 in Alg. 1), the matrix loses
its integrity once there are no observed transitions from a
source state via an input token. This is largely due to the fact
that the construction is based on a finite set of data samples.
However, in real practice, such as natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks, it would be very common that previously
unseen tokens appear in new input sequences. Thus, it is nec-
essary to address this problem for a better tolerance of new
data, and further circumvent missing dynamics in the infer-
ence phase.

Faced with the same problem, (Weiss, Goldberg, and Ya-
hav 2019) suggested to use the uniform distribution over the
next states for fairness, provided no information of transi-
tion dynamics was learned. However, this mitigation is only
evaluated on small-scale formal language datasets and not
on larger natural languages. Actually, filling in with uniform
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Object WL* WFA WFA context

Dataset |Σ| loss CR NDCG Time(s) CR NDCG Time(s) CR NDCG Time(s)

SPiCe 0 4 1.16 0.87 0.97 95.4 0.88 0.96 1.6 0.93 0.97 1.9
SPiCe 1 20 2.77 0.86 0.97 142.5 0.95 0.70 51.5 0.96 0.70 140.4
SPiCe 2 10 2.13 0.90 0.96 477.4 0.95 0.75 84.9 0.96 0.75 133.3
SPiCe 3 10 2.14 0.57 0.88 373.9 0.82 0.85 96.5 0.86 0.85 258.9
SPiCe 4 33 1.74 0.55 0.63 324.1 0.69 0.82 1.2 0.77 0.77 99.2
SPiCe 6 60 1.68 0.41 0.57 1073.1 0.36 0.60 8.6 0.56 0.71 12.5
SPiCe 7 20 1.79 0.28 0.52 388.6 0.44 0.69 116.1 0.58 0.78 143.5
SPiCe 9 11 1.15 0.70 0.85 307.4 0.82 0.83 5.6 0.92 0.86 14.0

SPiCe 10 20 2.09 0.35 0.54 602.7 0.69 0.78 139.0 0.78 0.82 2481.4
SPiCe 14 27 0.86 0.37 0.47 488.0 0.88 0.90 38.3 0.94 0.91 130.2

Average 22 1.75 0.59 0.73 427.3 0.75 0.79 54.3 0.83 0.81 341.5

UHL 1 2 0.70 1.00 1.00 18.0 1.00 0.99 2.3 1.00 0.99 2.6
UHL 2 5 1.32 1.00 1.00 99.5 1.00 0.96 29.6 1.00 0.97 47.1
UHL 3 2 0.84 0.76 0.99 72.9 0.81 0.96 20.8 0.82 0.96 26.1

Average 3 0.95 0.92 1.00 63.5 0.94 0.97 17.6 0.94 0.97 25.3

Table 1: Evaluation results on SPiCe and UHL datasets.

transitions would ignore the intrinsic semantics of newly-
seen tokens and lead to certain precision loss, which hin-
ders the application to larger-scale real-world tasks where
the amount of unknown tokens could be large.

For most RNN tasks, the (semantical) distance of in-
put elements is measurable. Taking NLP tasks for exam-
ple, according to our intuitive understanding on natural lan-
guages, the transition dynamics of two synonyms under the
same context are expected to be similar as well. For in-
stance, when processing two reviews, “this film is good” and
“this film is great”, inference on the final words “good” and
“great” should trigger similar transition dynamics. With this
insight, we propose a synonym transition method as the so-
lution to fill in the blanks of transition dynamics for unseen
tokens. When such tokens appear during the inference, we
select its “synonym”, characterized by the nearest distance
on the embedding vectors, and apply the synonym’s tran-
sition dynamics to the calculation. Specifically, to calculate
the transition dynamics of an unseen token at a certain state
, we first collect the tokens seen at that state and then rank
them according to the distance with the newly-seen token.
The corresponding row vector in the transition matrix of this
synonym is then assigned to substitute the transition dynam-
ics of the unseen token. Note that if the semantical distance
between tokens is not measurable (e.g., symbols in formal
languages), we take the uniform distribution instead.

3 Experiments
This section is devoted to evaluating the effectiveness, scala-
bility and usefulness of our approach. Four Research Ques-
tions (RQs) are to be answered: ¶ What is the approxima-
tion accuracy of the WFAs extracted through our approach?
· How effective is the context-aware state abstraction on
improving the approximation accuracy? ¸ How effective is
the synonym transition method, especially when applied to
large-scale tasks? ¹ What is the performance of the WFA
extracted from black-box RNNs?

Datasets and Baselines We selected WL* (Weiss, Gold-
berg, and Yahav 2019), the state-of-the-art technique for
stateful model extraction from RNNs, as the baseline. For
comparisons, we perform comprehensive evaluation with
a total of 13 benchmarks, including 10 datasets from the
SPiCe competition (Balle et al. 2017) and 3 artificial un-
bounded history languages (UHL) (2019). Besides, another
two real-world datasets from NLP domain are further se-
lected for evaluation of the scalability and usefulness, in-
cluding the CogComp QC Dataset (abbrev. QC) (Li and
Roth 2002) and the Jigsaw Toxic Comment Dataset (ab-
brev. Toxic) (Jigsaw 2018). We also tried WL* on these two
datasets, but its scalability issue forces us unable to do so.

Experimental Settings All SPiCe and UHL datasets are
split into training/validation/test sets with the percentage of
90%/5%/5% to train and test the RNN models. The RNN
architectures follow the same configurations as in (Weiss,
Goldberg, and Yahav 2019). For each dataset, a 2-layer
LSTM network with 50 hidden dimensions is trained, with
an exception for the SPiCe 4/6/9 datasets to be with 100 hid-
den dimensions and SPiCe 10/14 datasets with 20/30 hidden
dimensions, respectively. For the QC dataset, we use 20K
samples for training and 8K samples for testing, and train
a single-layer LSTM with 32 hidden units, which achieves
83.0% test accuracy. For the Toxic dataset, we use 25k
non-toxic samples and 25k toxic samples for model train-
ing (80%) and testing (20%). We train a single-layer LSTM
model with 128 hidden units, which achieves 90.4% test ac-
curacy. For all datasets, we established the automata based
on the training datasets and evaluated its performance based
on the test datasets.

Evaluation Metrics For our goal to extract an approxi-
mated model that is consistent with the target RNN’s deci-
sion logic, two evaluation metrics, consistency rate (CR) and
normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), are used
to evaluate the approximation precision of the extracted au-
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Dataset Acc. |Σ| Config. Synonym Uniform

(%) CR NDCG Time(s) CR NDCG Time(s)

QC 83.0 17317 Internal 0.77 0.95 256.2 0.50 0.84 8.3
Prob. 0.75 0.94 256.0 0.56 0.86 8.3

Toxic 90.4 24806 Internal 0.86 0.97 510.0 0.77 0.94 16.7
Prob. 0.83 0.96 560.8 0.77 0.94 16.2

Table 2: Evaluation results of WFA extracted for QC and Toxic datasets based on internal/probabilistic configuration.

tomata.
CR measures the ratio of consistency between the ex-

tracted automata and RNN prediction outputs over a dataset.
For an input dataset X = {xi}Ni=1, the prediction results
given by the automaton and the target RNN are Ya =
{yai}Ni=1 and Yr = {yri}Ni=1, respectively. CR is calculated
as follows:

CR(Ya, Yr) =

∑
i∈N I(yai = yri)

N

where I is an indicator function, which maps to 1 when
yai = yri and 0 otherwise.

NDCG measures the probabilistic prediction difference
among the top k rankings. Given a m-classification task and
an input x, assuming the automaton and RNN’s top k pre-
diction labels are Ca = {ai}ki=1 and Cr = {ri}ki=1, the
probabilistic outputs of the RNN is yx = (yi)

m
i=1 then the

NDCG is calculated as follows:

NDCGxk(Ca, Cr) =

∑
i∈[1,k]

yai

log2(i+1)∑
i∈[1,k]

yri
log2(i+1)

The NDCG score over a dataset X is calculated as the aver-
age score of all samples in X .

RQ1: Approximation Precision We conduct comparison
experiments with WL* on the SPiCe and UHL datasets,
in terms of CR, NDCG and extraction time cost (in sec-
onds), and summarize the results in Table 1. The column
“Object” shows the datasets, alphabet size and the test loss.
The parameter k is set to 5 and 2, respectively, for calculat-
ing NDCG scores. The WL* approach is experimented with
the default setting of variation tolerance, suffix and prefix
thresholds in (Weiss, Goldberg, and Yahav 2019). For our
approach, when setting the parameter k for DCP, we exam-
ine the cumulative prediction confidence of the top-k ranks,
and select the k which makes its average on the training
dataset reach 0.7. In this way, we focus the decision pat-
terns on predictions dominating the model’s confidence and
achieve a good trade-off between precision and computa-
tion cost. The equipartion level t is set to 1 for the SPiCe
datasets, and to 15/10/10 for the UHL datasets. Basically, a
finer-grained partition is recommended for tasks with lower-
dimension probabilistic decision space.

Results on the three measurements are displayed in the
“WL*” and “WFA” columns in Table 1 and our approach
outperforms WL* on most of the datasets, especially on the
complex ones. For SPiCe datasets, our approach improves

the consistency rate and NDCG score with 16% and 6%,
compared with that of WL*. In the meanwhile, the average
extraction time cost of our approach is 54.3s, which leads to
a reduction by 87.3% than WL*. Benefiting from the exact-
learning feature, WL* demonstrates advantage w.r.t. NDCG
score on the SPiCe 1 and SPiCe 2 datasets, which are rela-
tively smaller synthetic languages, while our approach still
outperforms with better CR scores. When the complexity
of the tasks grows, either with more sophisticated predic-
tion dynamics or with larger alphabet, our approach shows
better approximation performance. For UHL datasets, our
approach achieves better or comparable approximation ac-
curacy on both metrics. As for the time cost, our approach
takes several times less cost in all tasks. Moreover, the num-
ber of states in the extracted WFAs for the SPiCe and UHL
datasets are 126 on average. Compared with WL*, the re-
sulted automata realize a size reduction by 78.6%.

RQ2: Precision Enhancement by State Composition In
this experiment, we investigated whether the explicit state
composition for context enhancement could benefit the ap-
proximation performance. We performed experiments on
SPiCe and UHL datasets under 2-state composition and re-
ported the CR, NDCG metrics and the time cost under the
column “WFA context” in Table 1.

For SPiCe datasets, the application of state composition
improves the consistency rate and NDCG score even further
to 0.83/0.81, which is an obvious advantage compared to the
0.75/0.79 of the procedure without contextual enhancement.
The average extraction time cost increases to 341.5s, but is
still 20.1% lower than that of WL*. For UHL datasets, eval-
uations without the contextual enhancement already achieve
an accurate approximation. After equipped with the state
composition, our approach improves the consistency rate for
UHL 3 and NDCG score for UHL 2 slightly, while achieving
the same performance on other indicators.

RQ3: Synonym Transition Effectiveness For the WFA
extraction of the QC task, k is set to 2 for the DCP recogni-
tion, following the same heuristics in RQ1, and the equipar-
tition level t is set to 1. For the Toxic comment classification,
the WFAs are extracted with the partition level t set to 50 and
k of DCP set as 1 (with single-dimension logits returned by
target models).

Table 2 shows the evaluation results on QC and Toxic
classification tasks. The column “Acc.” shows the test ac-
curacy of the trained RNN models and the column “|Σ|”
shows the alphabet size of the dataset. Column CR, NDCG
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Object WL* WFA (p) WFA context (p)

Dataset |Σ| loss CR NDCG Time(s) CR NDCG Time(s) CR NDCG Time(s)

SPiCe 0 4 1.16 0.87 0.97 95.4 0.85 0.95 1.6 0.94 0.97 5.2
SPiCe 1 20 2.77 0.86 0.97 142.5 0.61 0.67 47.7 0.76 0.68 482.7
SPiCe 2 10 2.13 0.90 0.96 477.4 0.57 0.71 50.1 0.88 0.74 520.6
SPiCe 3 10 2.14 0.57 0.88 373.9 0.76 0.81 92.8 0.81 0.82 387.0
SPiCe 4 33 1.74 0.55 0.63 324.1 0.70 0.80 1.2 0.81 0.73 184.6
SPiCe 6 60 1.68 0.41 0.57 1073.1 0.38 0.59 4.4 0.54 0.69 11.3
SPiCe 7 20 1.79 0.28 0.52 388.6 0.30 0.58 111.5 0.42 0.66 184.8
SPiCe 9 11 1.15 0.70 0.85 307.4 0.68 0.80 5.2 0.94 0.89 12.7

SPiCe 10 20 2.09 0.35 0.54 602.7 0.66 0.75 128.7 0.79 0.82 3277.3
SPiCe 14 27 0.86 0.37 0.47 488.0 0.71 0.80 40.3 0.91 0.88 461.0

Average 22 1.75 0.59 0.73 427.3 0.62 0.75 48.3 0.78 0.79 552.7

UHL 1 2 0.70 1.00 1.00 18.0 1.00 1.00 2.3 1.00 0.99 2.6
UHL 2 5 1.32 1.00 1.00 99.5 1.00 0.96 28.9 1.00 0.98 35.9
UHL 3 2 0.84 0.76 0.99 72.9 0.84 0.99 20.4 0.99 0.98 38.9

Average 3 0.95 0.92 1.00 63.5 0.95 0.98 17.2 1.00 0.98 25.8

Table 3: Evaluation results on SPiCe and UHL datasets based on probabilistic configuration.

and Time show the approximation precision in terms of con-
sistency rate and NDCG score, and time cost of WFA extrac-
tion. We set the parameter of NDCG score as the label size
of each dataset. The successful application of our approach
to two real-world NLP classification tasks naturally demon-
strates its scalability. Firstly, we look at the results under the
“Synonym” column with “Internal” configuration. For QC
dataset, the constructed WFA based on internal configura-
tion of the target RNN achieves 0.77 consistency rate and
0.95 NDCG score with extraction time as 256.2s. For Toxic
dataset, the WFA extracted based on internal configuration
makes a consistency rate of 0.86 and NDCG score of 0.97
while consuming time as 510.0s.

Now we look into the evaluations on how the synonym
transition method counteracts the challenge of unknown
transition dynamics when performing inference. In partic-
ular, we compare it with the uniform transition. The col-
umn “Uniform” in Table 2 displays the comparison results.
The results confirm the advantage of synonym transition
compared with the uniform method: the synonym transition
method leads to better extraction precision across different
RNN configurations and datasets. For instance, weighted
automata extracted from the internal configurations under
synonym transition demonstrate an improvement on con-
sistency rate by 54%/12% than that of uniform transition
for QC/Toxic tasks. As a trade-off, the synonym transition
method would lead to longer extraction time due to the dis-
tance calculation and order sorting among the tokens.

RQ4: WFA Extraction from Black-box RNNs We have
shown that WFAs constructed based on target RNN’s inter-
nal state space through our approach are able to approx-
imate the target’s behavior accurately. However, there are
cases when the internal state space of a target model can-
not be accessed. In such cases, we are only allowed to query
the model and obtain the probabilistic outputs. In this ex-
periment, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on
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Figure 3: Consistency rate comparison on all datasets for
WFAs extracted based on internal/probabilistic configura-
tion.

modeling black-box RNNs. We perform experiments on the
SPiCe, UHL, along with the QC and Toxic datasets, and
extract the WFAs solely based on the probabilistic output
space of the target RNNs, following the same configurations
in evaluations on the internal state space.

The experimental results of SPiCe and UHL datasets are
shown in columns “WFA(p)” and “WFA context(p)” of Ta-
ble 3 and the results of QC and Toxic datasets can be found
in “Prob.” rows of Table 2. Compared with WL*, the ex-
tracted WFAs under black-box setting still outperform WL*
in almost all of the SPiCe tasks and achieve precise approx-
imation on UHL datasets. Compared with the automata ex-
tracted from internal state space with contextual enhance-
ment (column “WFA context” of Table 1), the approxima-
tion precision of automata extracted under black-box setting
(column “WFA context(p)” of Table 3) for SPiCe datasets
decreases with 5% and 2% in terms of consistency rate
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and NDCG score on average. For UHL datasets, the WFAs
constructed for black-box RNNs achieve accurate approxi-
mation and even slightly better than the internal-space ex-
tracted ones. For the large-scale classification tasks, the per-
formance of the constructed WFAs from black-box RNNs
is discounted with 2%/3% regarding the consistency rate for
QC/Toxic, and 1% regarding NDCG for both QC and Toxic
tasks.

The bar chart in Fig. 3 shows the overall comparisons
of consistency rate between the automata constructed from
internal state space and probabilistic output space on all
the datasets. Basically, automata extraction under these two
types of configurations based on our approach demonstrates
competitive performance. We further conduct a statistical
significance test for the difference in between with Mann-
Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney 1947), and it is con-
firmed as non-significant with p > 0.05. We can con-
clude that WFAs extracted from black-box RNNs with our
approach could still make a good approximation, which
demonstrates the potential of our approach in assisting
black-box applications (e.g., adversarial attacks).

4 Related Work
Prior works have explored to extract finite state machines
from RNNs. The earlier series of researches (Omlin and
Giles 1996; Omlin, Giles, and Miller 1992; Omlin and Giles
1996; Schellhammer et al. 1998) focused on extracting a
succinct and interpretable surrogate from RNN-acceptors
(i.e., Boolean-output RNNs). Jacobsson presented a review
of research efforts in rule extraction (in the form of finite
state machines) from RNNs and also highlighted that ex-
isting research mainly fall into two categories: pedagogical
approaches and compositional approaches.

Along the pedagogical thread, a recent work (Weiss,
Goldberg, and Yahav 2018) leveraged the exact learning al-
gorithm L* to extract deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
from RNN-acceptors. Later, they designed a weighted ex-
tension of L* algorithm to depict the behaviors of lan-
guage model RNNs, with probabilistic deterministic finite
automata. There are also works focusing on different types
of RNNs other than classifiers, or limited to model a spe-
cific type of languages. Okudono et al. proposed a weighted
extension of the L*-based procedure to extract weighted fi-
nite automata for real-value-output RNNs. Ayache, Eyraud,
and Goudian also focused on such RNNs but supported
generalization to a black-box setting. Their approaches are
not applicable to RNN classifiers. Michalenko et al. inves-
tigated the relationship between RNN internal representa-
tions and finite automata for formal regular language recog-
nition tasks. In contrast, our method supports automata ex-
traction from black-box RNN classifiers, and can deal with
both grammatical languages and natural languages.

Along the compositional thread, (Wang et al. 2018a,b)
made attempts to examine key factors (e.g., the grammar
complexity, the clustering parameters) that may influence
the reliability of extraction process of DFAs. Our approach
encodes the RNN representation in a similar way, but lever-
ages weighted automata to capture the quantitative transition
information for better preciseness.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposed a decision-guided compositional ap-
proach to extract WFA from RNNs. We leveraged the vari-
ation diversity of decision confidence patterns to provide
guidance on the hyper-parameter selection for the abstrac-
tion procedure. With the enhancement of contextual infor-
mation, a finer-grained state abstraction was obtained with
improved approximation precision. The design of the syn-
onym transition allowed better tolerance on new inputs. The
effectiveness and scalibility of our approach were evaluated
on two large-scale tasks in practice.
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